The Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) Approved Products was created in late 2007 to provide a listing of approved WUI products that are in compliance with Chapter 7A. The purpose of the WUI handbook was to assist with the implementation of Chapter 7A. The long term goal was to transition all WUI approved products into the current Building Materials Listing (BML) Program. Last year we achieved that goal and a majority of the WUI approved products, at manufactures' requests, have been transitioned into the BML Program. They are listed under the following Categories:

8110-Decking Materials
8120-Exterior Windows
8140-Exterior Sidings and Sheathings
8150-Exterior Doors
8160-Under Eave

These products can be searched by using the following link:

http://osfm.fire.ca.gov/licensinglistings/licenselisting_bml_searchcotest.php